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1. Abstract

An x-ray microscopyresourcecenter for biologicalx-ray imaging will be built at the Advanced Light Source
(ALS) in Berkeley.The uniquehigh brightnessof the ALS allowsshortexposuretimes and highimage quality.

Two microscopes,an x-ray microscope (XM) and a scanningx-ray microscope (SXM) are planned. These
microscopes serve complementary needs. The XM gives images in parallel at comparable short exposure
times, andthe SXM isoptimizedfor low radiationdosesappliedto the sample. The microscopesextend visible
lightmicroscopytowardssignificantlyhigher resolution_,ndpermit images of objects;in an aqueous medium.
High r_'qtion isaccomplishedbythe use of Fresnelzone plates.Design considerationsto serve the needsof
biologica,_-ray microscopyare given. Also the preliminarydesign of the microscopesis presented. Multiple
wavelength andmultipleview images will provideelementalcontrastand some degreeof 3D information.

2. Introduction

The high spectral brightnessof undulatorradiationfrom the Advanced Light Source (ALS) offers a great
scientificopportunityfor biologicalx-ray microscopy.X-ray microscopyextends vl,siblelight microscopyto
higher resolutionand makesuse of uniquecontrast mechanisms,lt does not competewithtechniquessuch as
electron microscopyin terms of resolution,but rather offers uniqueadvantages, includingthe opportunityto
take images of samplesin a near-native state.

To exploitthis opportunity,the constructionof a BiologicalX-ray Microscopy ResourceCenter will beginsoon.
Two types of x-ray microscopesare to be built:an imagingtype x-ray microscope(XM) and a scanningx-ray
microscope (SXM). The SXM produces a diffraction-limited point which is scanned across the sample;
therefore the SXM can use only the spatially coherentportionof the source radiation.Accordinglythe SXM
needs an undulatorsourcewith its small phasespace for optimized performance. On the other hand, an XM
can use the full brightness,includingthe incoherentfractionof the source. This means it can be operated with
either a bendingmagnet or an undulator.Althoughexposuretimes are shorter with an undulator,the XM will
be installed initiallyat a bendingmagnet whichwill be available at an earlier time. Later this XM will be either
movedto an undulatoror left at the bendingmagnet for developmentaland lessdemanding experiments.

The anticipatedworking conditionsof the undulatorat the ALS are summarized in Table 1. The Information
has been compiled from data out of the ALS Handbook1.

Table 1
Electronbeam energy 1.5 GeV
Beam current 400 mA
Undulatorperiod 3.9 cm
Magnet periods,lengthof undulator 123 periods,4.8 m
Peak spectral brightness 1 • 1018Phot.@24_(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%BVV)
Sourcesize arms 64 pm (V), 331 pm (H) @24A
Sourcedivergencea' rms 27 prad (V), 37 prad (H) @24A

3. Floor space layout

. The floorspace layoutof the beam linesdedicatedfor the BiologicalX-ray MicroscopyResource Center atthe
ALS is shownin Fig. I. The undulatorradiationis alternativelyfed into an XM and an SXM branch line bythe
use of a pop-upmirror,as well as two additionalbranch lines,the so called white lightNation and a coherent
opticsstation.A secondXM is located at a bendingmagnet beam line.
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Fig. 1"Beam line layoutof the BiologicalX-ray MicroscopyResourceCenterat the ALS.

4. Specification of the x-ray microscopes

The specificationsof the microscopes:re summarized in Table 2. The resolutionof the microscopeis limited
by the fineness of the outermost zone width of the micro zone plate, lt is expected that resolutions
approaching 150A will be eventually achieved at the X-ray Microscopy Resource Center. Preliminary
estimatesof exposuretimes expected atthe ALS are given in Table 3.

Table 2. Specificationsof the x-ray microscopesat the ALS:

Resolution downto 150 A

Field of view 30 pm (requireseffort at XM)

Wavelength 24 A to 45 A (extended range considered)

Positionaccuracy of scanningstage (SXM only) 50 A

Spectral resolvingpower XM: 1:300

SXM: adjustablefrom 1:100 to 1:3000
Countsper Pixel 100 to 100,000 (observe radiationdamage)



Table 3. Exposuretimes preliminaryestimate:

300 A Resolution X-ray microscope(XM) Scanningx-ray microscope (SXM)

1000 Counts 3 sec(B)
- 1000x1000 pixels 5 sec

30 pm field 20 msec (U)

Times for the XM are for a bendingmagnet (B) orfor an undulator(U).

5. X-ray Microscope (XM)

The opticalsetup of the XM is shownin Fig. 2. The specimenis illuminatedfrom an illumination system and a
highresolutionzone plate is usedto generatean enlargedimage of the specimen on a detector. The complete
image is formed simultaneously,just like in a visible light microscope.This allows high quality and high
resolutionimaging.The purposeof the illuminationsystem isto illuminatethe specimen but alsoto providethe
monochromaticitynecessary for the micro zone plate. At higher emittance sources like BESSY2 a linear
monochromatorconsistingout of a condenserzone plate and a pinhole is used as illumination system. A
similarsetupat the ALS will either reducethe size of the illuminationor not match the numerical apertureof
the illuminationsystem to the numericalaperture of the micro zone plate. We have been examining several
differentilluminationschemes forthe XM at an ALS bendingmagnetand undulator.
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Figure2: X-ray microscope(XM)

6. Scanning X-ray Microscope (SXM)

The purposeof the SXM illuminationsystem is to provide a small scanningspot of monochromaticradiation,
with a size limited by the numerical aperture of a high resolutionmicro zone plate. This impliesthat only the
spatiallycoherentflux of the source is to be used. The spectral bandwidthis determined by the numberof
zonesof the microzone plate.
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Figure3: Scanningx-ray microscope(SXM)

Conceptionaldesigns can be divided into two groups. The distinction between these groups is whether an
intermediatepinholeis used or not. A design example of the firstgroupis schematically shownin Figure 4. A



plane pop-up mirror feeds the undulatorradiation into different branch lines for the XM and the SXM. A
Kirkpatdck-Baez (KB) system then focuses the beam vertically onto an entrance slit to the grating
monochromatorand horizontallyonto a pinhole,which also acts as an exit aperture of the monochromator.
The monochromatoruses a 38-m, 300-grooves/mmspherical grating with varied line space on a constant
deviation of 174°. A resolving power of 500 - 1000 is expected at the pinholehaving 301_m diameter in a
wavelengthrange 20 - 50 A
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Figure 4: SXM beam line optics consisting of a pop-up mirror, a Kirkpatrick-Baez(KB) prefocusing
system,a variablespacingsphericalgratingmonochromator,anda scanningX-ray microscope.

The secondgroup of designsdo not use any intermediate pinholes.The source is directly demagnified to a
diffractionlimitedpoint byuse of a zone plate.The spatialcoherence is chosenbythe acceptance angle of the
microzone plate, but the temporal coherence must be providedby an additionalopticalelement, for instance
a varied linespace grating.
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